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Study finds 1 of every 13 bridges in the area is deficient

A report released Monday rated 91 of the Buffalo Niagara region's 1,164 bridges — about 8 percent — as deficient. Ten bridges — built from... buffalonews.com
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New report says almost 100 bridges in WNY are considered to be in poor condition.

(WIVB)– About 100 of the about 1,150 locally and state-maintained bridges in the Buffalo-Niagara Falls areas are rated as poor or structural...
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A large number of bridges here in Western New York are rated in poor condition.

Nonprofit assesses conditions of Western New York b...
A national report has looked at the conditions of bridges in the Buffalo-Niagara region
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REPORT: Speaking of traffic, 500K vehicles cross structurally deficient bridges in Buffalo-Niagara daily, according to national transportation research group TRIP. tinyurl.com/y3xzerzl
News12WC @News12WC · 14h
Report: Dozens of Hudson Valley bridges are in poor, structurally deficient condition

Report: Dozens of Hudson Valley bridges are in poor, structurally deficient condition. Approximately 2.5 million travelers are crossing over structurally-deficient bridges in the Hudson Valley every day, according to a Washington, D.C....
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CBS5 News at Noon Top 5:
- How do CNY bridges rate? Report from @TRIP_Inc.
- Virtual reality to treat #PTSD at VA Hospital
- #Vaccine deadline in NYS #schools
- Proposed Clay warehouse traffic study
- #ithaca Lime Bikes set on fire
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The 101 bridges, which include parts of I-81, I-690 and the New York State Thruway, carry 911,382 vehicles a day, the report says.

Report: 101 Syracuse area bridges rated poor or structurally deficient
A new report on bridges in Central New York says 12 percent of bridges in the area are in poor or structurally deficient condition. TRIP, a national ...
NewsChannel 9 @NewsChannel9 · 1h

New report identifies bridges in Syracuse that are most in need of repair
#LocalSYR #SYR

New report identifies bridges in Syracuse that are most in need of repair
NEW YORK STATE (WSYR-TV) — A new report says 12% of bridges in the Syracuse area are rated in poor or structurally deficient conditions. That ...

localSyr.com
Worst bridges in Westchester, Rockland listed by nonprofit

Several bridges in Westchester and Rockland counties need serious repairs, according to a transportation report.
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@TRIP_Inc Director of Policy and Research Rocky Moretti is speaking with @daveallenshow about the latest report of bridges throughout CNY. Listen below:
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Report calls many Hudson Valley bridges ‘deficient’

An alarming new report by TRIP, a national transportation research nonprofit shows that multiple bridges in Westchester and Rockland ...
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New analysis by the insurance & construction sponsored non-profit @TRIP_Inc found that 12% of #CNY bridges are rated in poor or structurally deficient condition. I'll have a closer look at the 101 offenders at 5:00 p.m. on @NewsChannel9 #SYR #LocalSYR
We bring you the best in local and statewide news, sports and more.

1 in 8 bridges in Central New York ‘structurally deficient,’ according to report
A new report outlines the rough condition of Syracuse’s aging bridges
syracuse.com
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Those that have been labeled “poor” carry more than 900,000 vehicles per day.

Report: 12% Of Syracuse Bridges Are Poor, Structurally Deficient
The majority of bridges are in fair and good condition.
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Transportation research group says dozens of bridges in Capital Region in poor or structurally deficient condition: dailygazette.com/article/2019/0...
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Several bridges in the New York City area are in poor, structurally deficient condition according to a new report out of a Washington D.C nonprofit.

Hudson Valley Bridges In Poor Condition
Several bridges in the New York City area are in poor, structurally deficient condition according to a new report out of Washington D.C.
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The twelfth highest rate in the nation

*1,757 of 17,521

10% of New York’s locally and state-maintained bridges are rated as poor/structurally deficient*

TRIP: A National Transportation Research Network
@TRIP_Inc @AAA_WCNY @BusinessNYS RebuildNYnow

"As the regional chamber of commerce, we know the safe & efficient movement of goods, services and people is at the core of our economy." Dottie Gallagher, Pres &CEO, Buffalo Niagara Partnership on @TRIP_Inc report
http://ow.ly/jTuzS0wbBZt @BNPartnership @AAA_WCNY #RebuildNYnow

Report finds many NY bridges are in need of repair https://timesunion.com/news/article/Report-finds-many-NY-bridges-are-in-need-of-repair-14449929.php?utm_campaign=CMS%20Sharing%20Tools%20(Desktop)&utm_source=t.co&utm_medium=referral via @timesunion @TRIP_Inc @capregchamber @BusinessNYS @AAAHudsonValley #RebuildNYnow

The Federal Highway Administration estimates that it would cost $3.6 billion to replace or rehabilitate all poor/structurally deficient bridges in New York http://ow.ly/WKNV50wgafn @TRIP_Inc #RebuildNYnow

Director of Policy and Research Rocky Moretti is speaking with @daveallenshow about the latest report of bridges throughout CNY. Listen below:
Listen to News Radio 570 WSYR Live - Syracuse's News, Weather & Traffic | iHeartRadio
Listen to News Radio 570 WSYR Live for Free! Stream News & Talk songs online from this radio station, only on iHeartRadio.

New analysis by the insurance & construction sponsored non-profit @TRIP_Inc found that 12% of #CNY bridges are rated in poor or structurally deficient condition. I'll have a closer look at the 101 offenders at 5:00 p.m. on @NewsChannel9 #SYR #LocalSYR https://pic.twitter.com/mXIfr6CGF4
Worst bridges in Westchester, Rockland listed by transport research nonprofit @TRIP_Inc
via @lohud @HudsonValleyEDC @WestchesterBiz #RebuildNYnow

ASCE Gov't Relations
Retweeted a Tweet you were mentioned in
PER @TRIP_Inc : 911,000 vehicles cross poor or structurally-deficient bridges in the Syracuse region EACH DAY.
@AAAnews @CNYCentral https://pic.twitter.com/0QHrY4v6D7

Anderson1888 liked your Tweet
@TRIP_Inc report: 10% of New York’s locally & state-maintained bridges are rated poor/structurally deficient - the 12th highest rate in the nation, and 53% are in fair condition. The remaining 37% are rated in good condition.

AGC NYS and rebuildnynow
Retweeted 2 of your Tweets
Sen. Tim Kennedy, Chair, NY State Senate Cmte. on release of @TRIP_Inc NY bridge report: "Now more than ever we need to ensure that we’re dedicating resources to local infrastructure that is desperately in need of repair and maintenance." http://ow.ly/soGC50wf0Dk. #RebuildNYnow

Clark Richters Retweeted your Tweet
@TRIP_Inc NY bridge report released today says Hudson Valley bridges that are poor/structurally deficient carry nearly 2.6 million vehicles per day http://ow.ly/L2h450wdsIP #RebuildNYnow @HudsonValleyEDC
https://pic.twitter.com/4StE9IRhNy

The Business Council @BusinessNYS Sep 18
We joined TRIP today to discuss the importance of addressing the roads and bridges throughout New York State
Quote Tweet
TRIP @TRIP_Inc · Sep 18

@TRIP_Inc report says every day approximately 350,000 vehicles drive over Albany region bridges that are rated poor/structurally deficient http://ow.ly/bxYx50wf0g8 @TRIP_Inc @BusinessNYS @AAAHudsonValley @capregchamber #RebuildNYnow
Engineering Failures and Kayla Richmond
Retweeted a Tweet you were mentioned in
PER @TRIP_Inc: 911,000 vehicles cross poor or structurally-deficient bridges in the Syracuse region EACH DAY.
@AAAnews @CNYCentral https://pic.twitter.com/0QHrY4v6D7

Clark Pena liked a Tweet you were mentioned in
Food for thought during today's Public Finance Commission hearing: 68 Capital Region bridges are in poor/structurally
deficient condition according to @TRIP_Inc. And yet, Albany is moving full speed ahead with a plan to spend $100
million in taxpayer $$$ on political campaigns. https://twitter.com/TRIP_Inc/status/1174328241110310914

AAA WCNY Retweeted your Tweet
According to @TRIP_Inc: 12% of locally and state-maintained bridges in the Syracuse area are rated poor/structurally
deficient, 60% are in fair condition and 28% are rated in good condition. http://ow.ly/DdWr50weZvG @BusinessNYS
@AAA_WCNY #RebuildNYnow

Unshackle Upstate @UnshackleNY Sep 18
Food for thought during today's Public Finance Commission hearing: 68 Capital Region bridges are in poor/structurally
deficient condition according to @TRIP_Inc. And yet, Albany is moving full speed ahead with a plan to spend $100 million in taxpayer $$$ on political campaigns.
Quote Tweet

TRIP
@TRIP_Inc · Sep 18 @TRIP_Inc report: Eight percent of locally and state-maintained bridges in the Capital
Region are rated poor/structurally deficient, 57% are rated in fair condition and 35% are rated good.
http://ow.ly/Bo8S50weXQJ @BusinessNYS @AAAHudsonValley @capregchamber #RebuildNYnow

Mary Kielar @marykielarCNY Sep 18 PER
@TRIP_Inc
: 911,000 vehicles cross poor or structurally-deficient bridges in the Syracuse region EACH DAY.
@AAAnews @CNYCentral
@TRIP_Inc NY bridge report released today says Hudson Valley bridges that are poor/structurally deficient carry nearly 2.6 million vehicles per day http://ow.ly/L2h450wdslP #RebuildNYnow @HudsonValleyEDC https://pic.twitter.com/4StE9IRhNy

rebuildnynow and Engineering Failures Retweeted your Tweet
@TRIP_Inc REPORT: 500K vehicles cross structurally deficient bridges in Buffalo-Niagara daily http://ow.ly/ONj450wdvtH @AAA_WCNY @BNPartnership #RebuildNYnow

Bob Lanham Retweeted your Tweet
On @TRIP_Inc bridge report: “As an advocate for traffic safety, AAA is calling on elected officials to protect motorists by improving our infrastructure...road and bridge conditions should be a top priority.” Elizabeth Carey, PR Dir, @AAA_WCNY http://ow.ly/AjzT50wbDUf #RebuildNYnow

Bob Lanham Retweeted your Tweet
On @TRIP_Inc bridge report: “As an advocate for traffic safety, AAA is calling on elected officials to protect motorists by improving our infrastructure...road and bridge conditions should be a top priority.” Elizabeth Carey, PR Dir, @AAA_WCNY http://ow.ly/AjzT50wbDUf #RebuildNYnow

Buffalo Niagara Partnership liked your Tweet
Eight percent (91 of 1,164) of bridges in the Buffalo-Niagara Falls area are rated in poor/structurally deficient condition according to new report released today by @TRIP_Inc http://ow.ly/TRvK50wbNIa #RebuildNYnow @BNPartnership @AAA_WCNY @UnshackleNY

Unshackle Upstate Retweeted your Tweet
Eight percent (91 of 1,164) of bridges in the Buffalo-Niagara Falls area are rated in poor/structurally deficient condition according to new report released today by @TRIP_Inc http://ow.ly/TRvK50wbNIa #RebuildNYnow @BNPartnership @AAA_WCNY @UnshackleNY

Jason Guyer and 2 others liked your Tweet
“As the regional chamber of commerce, we know the safe & efficient movement of goods, services and people is at the core of our economy.” Dottie Gallagher, Pres &CEO, Buffalo Niagara Partnership on @TRIP_Inc report http://ow.ly/jTuz50wbBZt @BNPartnership @AAA_WCNY #RebuildNYnow

ChamberMoves liked 2 of your Tweets
On @TRIP_Inc bridge report: “As an advocate for traffic safety, AAA is calling on elected officials to protect motorists by improving our infrastructure...road and bridge conditions should be a top priority.” Elizabeth Carey, PR Dir, @AAA_WCNY http://ow.ly/AjzT50wbDUf #RebuildNYnow

ChamberMoves Retweeted your Tweet
“As the regional chamber of commerce, we know the safe & efficient movement of goods, services and people is at the core of our economy.” Dottie Gallagher, Pres &CEO, Buffalo Niagara Partnership on @TRIP_Inc report http://ow.ly/jTuz50wbBZt @BNPartnership @AAA_WCNY #RebuildNYnow
A startling new analysis from @TRIP_Inc demonstrates the need for more infrastructure investment in Western New York.

Buffalo Bridge Conditions News Release | TRIP
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Monday, September 16, 2019
Report Available at: tripnet.org
Contact: Rocky Moretti 202.262.0714 (cell) Carolyn Bonifas Kelly 703.801.9212 (cell) TRIP office 202.466.6706

Engineering Failures and rebuildnynow Retweeted your Tweet
Approximately half a million vehicles per day drive over poor/structurally deficient bridges in the Buffalo-Niagara Falls area according to @TRIP_Inc report http://ow.ly/gmTL50wbv18 #RebuildNY
https://pic.twitter.com/P6Q9E5gXII

Buffalo Niagara Partnership  Sep 16
The preservation & modernization of the area’s bridges plays an important role in retaining economic competitiveness & improving economic well-being by providing jobs in the short term & improving the productivity & competitiveness of the state’s businesses in the long term.

Sep 16
Eight percent of bridges in the Buffalo Niagara area are rated in poor/structurally deficient condition, according to a report released today by @TRIP_Inc. We hosted a press conference with @AAA_WCNY and TRIP to discuss transportation challenges and funding to resolve them.

Gib Gagnon  and rebuildnynow Retweeted your Tweet
New @TRIP_Inc report on New York bridge conditions with information on bridges statewide and in largest urban areas to be released September 16-18 http://ow.ly/vmzk50wboQ0. Today's news conference is in Buffalo at 11 a.m. http://ow.ly/ieDq50wboQ8 #RebuildNY https://pic.twitter.com/hOy10ELmjN